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Bondi Labs Acceptable Use Notice

Welcome to Bondi Labs!
Effective: 1st November 2018
Thanks for using a Bondi Labs Software Service! By visiting, accessing or using our Software
Services, you (“you”) are agreeing to this acceptable use notice (“Acceptable Use Notice”).

Please read this Acceptable Use Notice carefully – if you do not agree with the terms of this
Acceptable Use Notice stop using and uninstall the Software Service immediately.

Here at Bondi Labs, our goal is to help you and your team do the best work of your lives, every

day. To do this, we need to keep our products and services running smoothly, quickly, and without

distraction. For this to happen, we need help from you, our users. We need you not to misuse or
abuse our Software Services.

To describe exactly what we mean by “misuse” or “abuse” – and help us identify such transgressions,

and react accordingly – we’ve created this Acceptable Use Notice. Under this notice, we reserve the
right to remove content that is inconsistent with the spirit of the guidelines, even if it’s something
that is not forbidden by the letter of this notice. In other words, if you do something that isn’t listed
here verbatim, but it looks or smells like something listed here, we may still remove it.

You’ll see the word “Software Services” a lot throughout our notices. This refers to all websites
owned or operated by Bondi Labs (such as bondilabs.com, kuube.bondilabs.com, and any related

websites, sub-domains and pages) as well as any hosted services operated by Bondi Labs (such
as Kuube).

Use your judgment, and let’s be kind to each other so we can keep creating great things. You can
find all the legal fine print below.

You agree not to, and not to allow third parties (including Authorised Users) to use the Software
Service:


to violate, or encourage the violation of, the legal rights of others (for example, this may

include allowing Authorised Users to infringe or misappropriate the intellectual property rights
of others in violation of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act);



to engage in, promote or encourage illegal activity;



for any unlawful, invasive, infringing, defamatory or fraudulent purpose (for example, this may
include phishing, creating a pyramid scheme or mirroring a website);



to intentionally distribute viruses, worms, Trojan horses, corrupted files, hoaxes, or other
items of a destructive or deceptive nature;



to interfere with the use of the Software Service, or the equipment used to provide the
Software Service, by customers, authorised distributors, or other authorised users;



to disable, interfere with or circumvent any aspect of the Software Service;
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to generate, distribute, publish or facilitate unsolicited mass email, promotions, advertisings
or other solicitations (“spam”); or



to use the Software Services, or any interfaces provided with the Software Services, to

access any other Bondi Labs product or service in a manner that violates the terms of
service of such other Bondi Labs product or service.

Contact Us
If you have any questions regarding using the Software Service, or have questions about our
practices, please contact us via email at info@bondilabs.com.

Congratulations! You’ve reached the end. Thanks for taking the time to learn about our Acceptable

Use Notice; we trust our Software Services will assist you to enhance your decision making and
improve your performance and productivity.
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